Bluetooth enhanced data rate wireless channel can support higher-quality video streams compared to previous versions of Bluetooth. Packet loss when transmitting compressed data has an effect on the delivered video quality that endures over multiple frames. To reduce the impact of radio frequency noise and interference, this paper proposes adaptive modulation based on content type at the video frame level and content importance at the macroblock level. Because the bit rate of protected data is reduced, the paper proposes buffer management to reduce the risk of buffer overflow. A trizone buffer is introduced, with a varying unequal protection policy in each zone. Application of this policy together with adaptive modulation results in up to 4 dB improvement in objective video quality compared to fixed rate scheme for an additive white Gaussian noise channel and around 10 dB for a Gilbert-Elliott channel. The paper also reports a consistent improvement in video quality over a scheme that adapts to channel conditions by varying the data rate without accounting for the video frame packet type or buffer congestion.
INTRODUCTION
Bluetooth [1] , standardized as IEEE 802.15.1, is a shortrange radio frequency (RF) interconnection, which can be expanded to form a piconet, with one master node and up to seven slaves. In this paper, we investigate unequal protection (UP) of encoded video data transmitted from master to slave, in the face of cross-traffic passing from slave to slave via the Bluetooth piconet master. In Bluetooth, there is no direct slave-slave communication, as all cross-traffic must pass through a Bluetooth master node. Such usage certainly occurs in Bluetooth personal area networks for wearable computers [2] , whereas IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks are less suitable for this purpose, for example, because of an order-of-magnitude higher-power requirement (100-350 mA as opposed to 1 mA). Providing differing levels of error coding to achieve UP is widely practiced. This is usually designated as unequal error protection (UEP) and not UP. However, it is also additionally possible to apply modulation adaptation to achieve UP, particularly in orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems [3] . As an example [4] , adaptive modulation was traded against error coding. However, if data-link FEC is not available, it is still possible to apply adaptive modulation. In Bluetooth version 2.1, FEC is not implemented for enhanced data rate modes, possibly because low-cost devices could not cope with the computational requirements of coding at the higher data rates. On the other hand, Bluetooth EDR provides several forms of modulation, though not through OFDM.
Our main contribution is protection by adaptive modulation together with transmit buffer management to avoid packet loss from buffer congestion, with consideration of packet importance and wireless channel conditions. We propose trizone management of the transmit buffer for video stream packets, based on the relative content importance of the differing frame types. To the best of the authors' knowledge, no trizone buffer system of management based on video packet importance has been previously described. The combination of frame-packet-type and subsidiary-macroblock-type frequency counts provides a clear means of regulating the zones. The paper reports an upper bound improvement in video quality, reflected in peak 2 EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking signal-to-noise ratios (PSNRs) 1 of about 2 to 4 dB employing UP over the best fixed-modulation scheme without protection additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel and around 10 dB for a Gilbert-Elliott channel. The paper also improves a consistent improvement in video quality over a scheme that adapts to channel conditions by varying the data rate without accounting for the video frame packet type. The UP scheme involves no change to the Bluetooth version 2.1 specification [5] , as we would wish to preserve the advantages of a Bluetooth single-chip, low-cost (<US $5), and lowpower implementation. We also do not assume FEC at the application layer, as this would reduce the generality of the solution as far as the video decoder is concerned. Single-layer video is assumed because most legacy content is in this form, though there are many good schemes such as [6] that rely on layering of some form (fine-grained, data-partitioning, wavelet coding, spatial/temporal scalability). Instead, UP by frame type and content importance is simpler to implement as a cross-layer system, avoiding the complexity that would militate against the positive features of Bluetooth.
Bluetooth v. 1.2 received comparatively limited investigation as a medium for streaming video. The potential performance of encoded video transmission was investigated in [7] [8] [9] , but no error control measures were proposed. Hardware implementations are described in [10, 11] , but error control is described by conventional MPEG-4 error resilience tools, though channel coding is not discounted. We also assume error resilience through slice resynchronization markers (see Section 3.4), except when the slice structure reduces packet throughput. Error concealment by previous frame replacement is a simple and standard means of error reduction [12] which we also assume to be present at the decoder. In [13] , it was remarked that the default Bluetooth recommendation of automatic repeat request (ARQ) with unlimited repeats is unsuitable for video transmission and, therefore, a nonstandard codec with built-in error resilience was assumed. While we agree with the former suggestion, using a nonstandard codec is only suitable for embedded applications and not for a Bluetooth access network for a possibly remote and anonymous server. The nearest similarity to our work is that reported in [14] , which employs repeated transmission of intracode frames (rather than adaptive modulation). To avoid host intervention to control the number of retransmissions, the standard Bluetooth mechanism of setting the flush timeout is employed, which indirectly controls the number of retransmissions. However, the work in [14] does not consider frame types other than intracoded ones and does not report the impact on packet latency.
Bluetooth v. 2.0 increased the maximum gross user payload (MGUP) bit rate from a basic rate of 0.7232 Mbps to 2.1781 Mbps, which allows Bluetooth to carry an arriving 1 Specifically, PSNR = 10log 10 
2 ] dB, where p is the peak value for a given pixel resolution, for example, for 8-bit p = 255, n is the total number of pixels in a picture, i, j range over every pixel of the frame, and Y ref is the luminance value in the original frame before transmission, while Y prc is the pixel value in the frame after transmission, decoding, and display. 2 This implies that, through adaptive modulation, a lower bit rate is available that can serve to give UP to some of the packets of more important frame types, the intra-(I-) and predictive-(P-) anchor frames, as well as some bipredictive-(B-) frame packets, depending on circumstances.
MPEG2 transport stream (TS
Because a lower bit rate is employed for priority packets, there is a risk of buffer overflow at the transmit buffer, compared to a situation in which all packets were sent at the higher bit rate. Therefore, a trizone buffer applies a different UP policy for each zone. However, it should be carefully noted that the fact that there are three zones does not mean that only I-frame packets occur in one zone, P-frame packets in another zone, and B-frame packets in the third zone. All packet types can occupy each zone, but the prioritization policy between each zone is different as a reflection of the greater fullness of the buffer as each successive zone is occupied. As the buffer fullness increases, packets of whatever type begin to fill the second and then the third zone, and the prioritization policy between frame-type packets changes accordingly. Ideally, the output at the lower bit rate should decrease linearly as buffer fullness increases. However, to achieve this, because of a varying number of packets between the frame types, a linear UP policy based simply on frame type will not work. Therefore, in the second zone of the trizone buffer, the number of P-frame packets offered protection is modulated by the content importance and its predominance within the arriving P-frames.
The buffer zone boundaries are based on the frequency within a video stream of I-, P-, and B-frames, and they dynamically change according to the relative size ratio of the arriving frame-type packets. In other words, the ratio of data allocated to each frame type within an arriving video stream dynamically determines the zone sizes, while the frame type determines the UP policy applied within the zone. Zone 1 is first occupied by arriving packets. In this zone, not all Bframe packets are protected, and B-frame packets are not protected in zones 2 and 3. As zone 1 is the only zone in which B-frames receive some protection, it makes sense to allocate the size of zone 1 according to the relative amount of data arising from B-frame packets. Doing otherwise would bias the zone size against B-frame packets. It should be noted that, because of the GOP structure, B-frame packets occur with greater frequency than other frame-type packets. In 3 zone 2, not all P-frame packets are protected and P-frame packets are not protected in zone 3. Therefore, in zone 2, when P-frame packets begin to lose the protection received in zone 1, the size of the zone determines, so to speak, how quickly they lose their protection. This rate is determined by the amount of P-frame type data within the stream to avoid unfairly biasing of the zone size against P-frame packets. Finally, a similar observation applies to zone 3. If there are packets occupying this zone, then the buffer would be at its fullest state and as a result not all I-frame packets are protected in zone 3.
By monitoring transmitter buffer fullness, available through Bluetooth host controller interface (HCI), an adaptive UP scheme is applied. It turns out that buffer fullness is an excellent indication of congestion within a Bluetooth piconet. Buffer fullness is responsive not only to buffer congestion from an arriving video stream but also to an increase in buffer service time when piconet cross-traffic is present. As buffer fullness reflects the congestion of the Bluetooth wireless channel, it can be used to regulate the UP scheme, and this is a feature of our proposal. The channel condition should also be ascertained. This can be achieved by received signal strength indicator (RSSI) [15] or we can rely on channel probing messages or channel condition feedback messages [16] . RSSI is an optional feature of Bluetooth implementations, though in [16] it was found that the RSSI reported that Bluetooth channel quality oscillated rapidly. This topic is otherwise outside the scope of this paper.
A range of packet types exists in Bluetooth according to the number of timeslots occupied by a packet (1, 3, or 5) and the modulation type. The classical Bluetooth channel quality-driven data rate (CQDDR) model assumes different packet types, and hence data rates are chosen depending on channel conditions. This model can be achieved by means of a lookup table (LUT) which effectively establishes the per-bit SNR boundaries between the differing packet types. Selecting the packet type by content type in addition to selection by channel quality overrides CQDDR. This is provided by offering up to some video packets when traffic on the shared Bluetooth channel permits it. When channel conditions deteriorate and/or traffic congestion across the Bluetooth piconet increases, then the trizone policy effectively converges upon the CQDDR model.
In the Bluetooth CQDDR model, retransmission after an automatic repeat request (ARQ) occurs until the packet arrives without errors. However, it is possible to set the "flush timeout" to a minimal value [5] , which effectively turns off ARQ. The details of what this value should be and possible side effects from setting it are discussed in Section 3.1. As unbounded retransmissions may well lead to missed display deadlines when transmitting video frames, some such action is advisable. Otherwise, packets may not be lost over the wireless channel, but they are dropped by the decoder. The sender informs the receiver of a change in the default flush timeout by a logical link control and adaptation protocol (L2CAP) command message [5] , with no alteration to the Bluetooth packet header being required. A consequence of abandoning CQDDR in some circumstances for video is that the choice between the two EDR modes is no longer binary. It is on this observation that the UP adaptive modulation scheme is founded.
The proposed scheme hasno implications for the Bluetooth EDR standard such as changing the form of modulation. Priority packet marking can take place above the HCI boundary within the host's software, which is available in open source form, such as the Bluez stack for the Linux operating system. However, firmware modification would be required at the data-link layer in order to recognize marked packets and apply adaptive modulation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 considers related work on UP of video streaming over wireless channels. Section 3 describes how the UP system is modeled in the paper. Section 4 details the application of the UP system, while Section 5 presents the evaluation of the system. Finally, Section 6 draws some conclusions.
RELATED WORK
This section employs a simple division into research on UP for multistream and single-stream videos (with UEP being considered by us as a subset of UP). A more complete taxonomy might also account for wireless technology capability and performance according to channel conditions. For example, with respect to the wireless technology, Bluetooth v. 1.2 has only one form of modulation, Gaussian frequency-shift keying, Bluetooth v. 2.1 has two additional forms, whereas IEEE 802.11a has eight modulation modes. Any protection scheme should take account of these differing capabilities.
Multistream video UP
In [17] , the video stream is partitioned through multidescription coding (with some redundancy), and each substream is adaptively modulated and transmitted through an antenna array in a multiple-in multiple-out (MIMO) system. The solution in [17] is, of course, unsuitable for Bluetooth because of the assumption of MIMO. Adaptive modulation can also be applied [18] through multilayering, but, as remarked in Section 1, this is at the expense of flexibility. OFDM systems such as IEEE 802.11a lend themselves to a combination of FEC and adaptive modulation [15, 19] . In [15] , layering occurs through fine-grained scalability in which a progressive intracoded enhancement layer is employed. Vertical integration of protection means, including adaptive ARQ and FEC, is applied. However, the (N, K) Reed-Solomon (RS) coding of [15] is not particularly unsuitable for Bluetooth, as RS codes have a K(N − K)log 2 N complexity. Adaptive ARQ for Bluetooth [20] is a promising alternative to adaptive modulation. Similarly, in [21] in work by one of the coauthors, motion vectors and other header data through H.264 data partitioning are prioritized through hierarchical quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) for OFDM, intended for a digital video broadcasting (DVB) system. In [22] , horizontal FEC coding across packets was applied, so that the initial data within each packet was afforded greater protection than later data, though this scheme was actually applied to the fixed Internet. 
Single-stream video content-importance UP
In our paper for single-layer video, individual parts of the stream are protected according to the content importance. In comparison, [23] takes four categories of MPEG-4 information: header, I-and P-frames with scene changes, shape and motion information in P-frames, and fourthly texture information in P-frames. The scheme in [23] employed prioritybased ARQ combined with data-link FEC protection of retransmitted packets, that is, a form of type-1 hybrid ARQ. A finer level of data prioritization may be applied [24] by inspecting the number of intracoded macroblocks in an H.263 bitstream, though in [24] they are protected by ARQ and FEC, rather than adaptive modulation. Intracoded macroblocks, as monitored by us, may appear in P-frames as well as I-frames and may indicate scene changes, camera zooms or pans, and so on. The presence of intracoded macroblocks, which is encoder implementation-dependent, indicates important information in the encoded bitstream, though prior research in [24] did not associate them with the frames themselves and did not employ adaptive modulation. For an MPEG-4 bitstream, in [25] packets are reorganized into fixed-size segments containing data of differing importance. The intention was to reduce side-information overhead by avoiding the need to indicate data-type boundaries. The side information is needed for adaptive ARQ at the wireless link. However, again this was a UEP scheme not a UP one, with RS coding forming the protection. On the other hand, [26] does rely on side information, namely, an error propagation rating found at the encoder.
UP SYSTEM MODEL

Cross-layer interaction
In Figure 1 , prior to Bluetooth packetization, the encoded MPEG2-TS enters a one-frame buffer. The stream may be encapsulated as an Internet protocol (IP) packet arriving, say, by DVB-T (digital video broadcasting for terrestrial transmission) or Internet protocol TV (IPTV), or directly from, say, a DVD. Within the frame buffer, the UP system determines the type of frame, its size, and, if a P-frame, the ratio of intracoded macroblocks within the encoded data. The frame information is passed to a decision unit that allocates the priority of the resulting Bluetooth packets when they are passed into the first-in first-out transmit buffer. The prioritizing decision is affected by the state of buffer fullness and the importance of the incoming Bluetooth packet. The trizone buffer configuration is further explained in Sections 3.2 and 4.1 Within the transmit buffer, priority-marked Bluetooth packets are transmitted by one of the two modulation schemes, depending on the packet's priority. As already mentioned, low-priority packets are sent at 3 Mbps, as this rate is subject to the largest risk of error.
As mentioned in Section 1, Bluetooth default ARQ mechanism (unlimited retries) is effectively turned off by altering the flush timeout to avoid excessive packet delay, which would result in missed display or decoded deadlines at the receiver. The flush timeout value is set in multiples of 625 microseconds. As this is the Bluetooth timeslot period, no packet transmission can be shorter than 625 microseconds. In fact, as part of Bluetooth time division duplex (refer to Section 3.4), a mandatory reply is always sent from the receiver to the sender. Therefore, setting the flush timeout to two timeslots (1250 microseconds) serves the same purpose. In our Bluetooth simulation model, we assume that, once a flush timeout has occurred, the link controller sends no further handshake packets to the receiver. Resetting the flush timeout value will affect all other communication streams as well as the video stream. However, in practical terms, this is avoided by setting the packets in the other communication streams as nonflushable and in our Bluetooth simulation model by intervening at the buffer level to distinguish between flushable and nonflushable packets.
In the tests of Section 5, an AWGN channel is modeled, with a bit error rate (BER) of 10 −5 at the higher rate of 3 Mbps, corresponding to an E b /N 0 of 16 dB. This value of SNR is convenient as it lies within the range for which five slot packets are optimal (refer forward to Section 3.5), thus simplifying the interpretation. However, to judge the response of the UP scheme to different channel conditions, a Gilbert-Elliott [27, 28] two-state discrete-time ergodic Markov chain is also employed to model the wireless channel error characteristics. By adopting this model, it was possible to simulate burst errors, which are typical of practical channels. Though Bluetooth v.1.2 adopts an adaptive frequency hopping (AFH) scheme, the Gilbert-Elliott model is still used herein to model the channel, because AFH is of limited benefit to audio/video applications [29] , especially when interference occurs across the unlicensed 2.4 GHz industrial scientific medical (ISM) band. The mean duration of a good state, T g , was set at 2 seconds and that of a bad state, T b , to 0.25 seconds. In units of 625 microseconds (the Bluetooth timeslot duration), T g = 3200 and T b = 400, which implies from
that, given that the current state is good (g), Pgg, the probability that the next state is also good (g), is 0.9996875 and Pbb, the probability that the next state is also bad (b), given [30] , but the mean state durations are adapted to Bluetooth. The two states result in SNRs of, respectively, 16.00 and 14.70 dB. The first value is chosen to provide a point of comparison with the single-state model, while the second SNR value lies within the range in which a rate of 2 Mbps is optimal (refer forward to Section 3.5). In subsequent experiments, the already high BER is made worse by linearly modifying the bad-state BER. For SNRs below 10 dB (see Table 2 ), only protected basic rate packets are suitable, while the UP adaptive scheme is appropriate for EDR modes.
This research applied the University of Cincinatti Bluetooth (UCBT) extension (download is available at http://www.ececs.uc.edu/∼ cdmc/ucbt) to the well-known NS-2 network simulator (with v. 2.28 being used). The UCBT extension supports Bluetooth EDR, but it is also built on the air models of previous Bluetooth extensions such as BlueHoc from IBM and Blueware. Specification details at both the baseband and the above such as L2CAP are simulated in UCBT, including connection setup and multislot packet-type negotiation. UCBT also takes clock drift into account, to allow for accurate simulation of synchronization and scheduling. However, clearly any implementation of Bluetooth may differ from the simulation and, in particular, the speed of switching between EDR modulation modes may differ if a longer guard interval is applied to separate the modes.
Buffer UP policy
An overview of the buffer zone UP policy has been given in Section 1. In zone 1 of the buffer, all Bluetooth packets of I-or P-frame type are automatically protected through dispatch at the lower bit rate. B-frame packets are only protected in zone 1 if they pass the following test. A uniformly distributed random number in the interval [0,1] is generated and compared to the fraction f , zone packet occupation/zone capacity. If the random number is greater than f , then that B-frame packet is also protected. This test is adopted so that the number of B-frame packets that are protected linearly changes with zone-1 buffer fullness.
As the buffer fullness increases and packets also occupy zone 2 of the buffer, a different prioritization policy for Pframes is applied. I-frame packets remain protected within zone 2 of the buffer, and B-frame packets are no longer protected. P-frame packets in zone 2 of the buffer are protected according to the ratio of intracoded macroblocks within the frame, as detected, while the frame is in the frame buffer. Again, the boundary between protected and unprotected Pframe packets is dynamically adjusted according to a past history of intracoded macroblock ratios within P-frames. Section 4.2 further explains zone-2 adjustment of the buffer.
Finally, in zone 3 of the buffer, when the buffer is at its fullest state, no protection to any B-or P-frame packets is applied. However, I-frame packets are protected according to the same policy applied for zone 1, that is, by random number generation and comparison with a fraction f for zone 3.
Notice that in zones 1 and 3, the UP policy approximates a linear regime. This is because the allocation function f grows linearly with buffer fullness for B-frame packets in zone 1 and I-frame packets in zone 3. However, the P-frame UP policy is nonlinear, as it is based on a tradeoff between content importance and buffer fullness. By compensating for buffer fullness, the actual P-frame packet output is actually adjusted to approach once more a linear regime.
Dynamic variation of frame content
In Section 3.1, it was found that it is necessary to dynamically adjust the ratios between the zones. In general, this is due to the following. Firstly, the spatial content varies over time, which will impact upon I-frame size. Secondly, the temporal content will also vary over time, which will affect B-and P-frames in approximately equal measure. In [31] , for the purpose of selection of suitable video sequences for subjective testing, two measures were provided for judging the spatial and temporal information, respectively. In the spatial measure, the luminance is Sobel-filtered for each frame under test, and subsequently the standard deviation (SD) is taken over all pixels in a frame. The measure takes the maximum, but in our illustration the SDs are simply plotted (see Figure 2) . Figure 2 represents the spatial content in successive frames of part of the Italian Job (European-formatted standard interchange format (SIF), 352 × 288 pixel resolution, 25 frames/s (fps), encoded at 2 Mbps), a film with many scene changes owing to the action in the film. For the temporal measure, the difference in luminance value is computed between the current frame and the previous one for all pixels in the current frame. The per-frame SD is taken from the temporal information of all pixels in each frame. Figure 3 plots the temporal SDs over time for the same video sequence. In both Figures 2 and 3 , the variability in spatial and temporal information is evident, justifying the need to vary the buffer zone sizes over time. Length and master-to-slave bit rates for a single ACL master-slave logical link, with DM = data medium rate (FEC enabled) and DH = data high rate (no FEC). 2-DH3 is a 2 Mbps modulation three-timeslot packet.
Packetization policy
A data frame across a Bluetooth link in asymmetric mode consists of an asynchronous connectionless (ACL) packet occupying one, three, or five timeslots and at least a single slot reply, with either master or slave as receiver. Because of packet quantization effects, the Bluetooth packet sizes become significant and their effects on user payload are summarized in Table 1 for a single master-slave ACL link for Bluetooth v. 2.1. Packet types at the basic rate (DH1-5, DM1-5) are not part of EDR, but they are included because the data medium (DM) packets are effective at low SNRs. The DM packets employ data-link FEC through an expurgated (15,10) Hamming code. The normally assumed Bluetooth controller behavior is that, given a maximal Bluetooth packetization scheme, for example, 3DH5 or 3DH3, packets up to the maximum user payload will be formed. However, if the arriving data or IP packets do not justify the preset maximal scheme, then a reduced scheme is used. For example, the controller swaps from 3DH5 down to 3DH3 or even 3DH1. Unfortunately, if packetization takes place on a single MPEG2 slice (one row of macroblocks) per Bluetooth packet, this behavior introduces the possibility of many partially filled packets and many 1-or 3-slot packets. The result is a drop in throughput. Therefore, in [32] , fully filled Bluetooth packets were formed, regardless of slice boundaries. While this results in some loss in error resilience, as each MPEG-2 slice contains a decoder synchronization marker, in [32] it is shown that the overall video performance is superior. In the experiments in Section 5, the video Bluetooth packet size was set either to 3DH5 or 2DH5, depending, respectively, on whether a gross rate of 3 or 2 Mbps was chosen.
CQDDR model
As introduced in Section 1, the CQDDR model adapts the Bluetooth packet type to channel conditions. The pure CQDDR model does not account either for packet content or the congestion level of the network, whereas this paper's scheme accounts for both through the trizone buffer. Figure 4 plots the throughput of the Bluetooth packet types of Table 1 for an AWGN channel. It will be seen that certain Bluetooth packet types never provide optimal throughput. Table 2 shows the SNR boundaries between the optimal packet types. The expurgated (15, 10) Hamming code is capable of double adjacent error correction (DAEC) [33] , as well as single error correction (SEC). An SEC-DAEC decoder involves no additional complexity in its implementation. However, as much research on Bluetooth such as [34] has assumed an SEC decoder, Table 2 includes SNR boundaries for both types of decoder, while Figure 4 assumes an SEC-DAEC decoder. 
METHODOLOGY
Buffer zone size allocation
In Figure 5 , for an MPEG-2 SIF-resolution video sequence (an episode of the situational comedy Friends) at 25 fps, with group of pictures (GOP) structure 3 of N = 12 and M = 3, the relative sizes of I-, P-, and bipredictive B-frames were monitored. In fact, as occurred in practice, averaging over 10 GOPs produces little change in the pattern. It will be seen that though a static ratio of 6 : 3 : 2 for I-, P-, and B-frame sizes is a good fit [35] , the relative size of P-frames and at the same time B-frames may well change in comparison to I-frames.
To consider how the buffer zone boundaries are allocated, firstly take the static size ratio of 6 : 3 : 2 between the different frame types. Within a GOP structure of N = 12 and M = 3, the frequency of frame types is in the ratio of 1 : 3 : 8. Therefore, by simple multiplication of the three ratios, the buffer zone sizes would be in the ratio of 6 : 9 : 16. For a total buffer capacity of 50 packets divided in this last ratio, the zone allocation is (10, 15, 25) , with zone 1 being 25 packets, zone 2 being 15 packets, and zone 3 being 10 packets. The zone allocation was adjusted accordingly by a P-order linear prediction filter (LPF) [36] , with an eight-order filter resulting in very little difference between the predicted and the actual ratios of Figure 5 . Ratio values were predicted by the P-order LPF previously mentioned. Specifically, the I-to P-frame and P-to B-frame ratios were predicted. The P-order linear prediction filter is represented by
where X(m + 1) is a predicted ratio value estimated from P previous values over sample instances m, while the w k are the P adaptive filter weights indexed by k. The weights are estimated [36] through
where w is the length-P column vector of weights and X is a length-P column vector of ratio measurements over time as in:
when T represents the vector transpose. The variable e(m) is the error between the measured and the predicted ratio value. The system was initialized with a ratio of 6 : 3 : 2, which, as previously mentioned, is a good fit for the relative sizes of I-, P-, and B-frames. Figure 6 then represents the predicted values over time, bearing out the claim that the predicted values differ little from those in Figure 5 .
P-frame macroblock-type prioritization
In MPEG-2, while I-frames are formed entirely by intracoded macroblocks, P-frames, apart from macroblocks of predictive type and SKIP (no update of matching macroblocks from the prior frame), may also include intracoded macroblocks. Figure 7 plots the ratio of intracoded macroblocks within P-frames for a Football sequence. The Football sequence has the same GOP structure as the Friends sequence, and it is again an SIF-resolution sequence at 25 fps. It is chosen as an illustration, as there is rapid motion, and between P-frames indexed as 65 (see Figure 7 (b))) and 66 (see Figure 7 (c)), a scene change occurs from a wide view of the pitch to a close-up of players. The plot in Figure7(a) shows a sharp peak in the ratio of intracoded macroblocks for these P-frame indices, and for others. As matching macroblocks in subsequent frames (after P-frame index 66) depends for coding on these macroblocks, until the arrival of the next Iframe, it is important that they are delivered intactly to the decoder. Notice that in general the distribution of P-frames with a high intracoded ratio is dependent on film genre and motion content, and Figure 7 should not be taken as typical.
In the buffer zone-2 algorithm, every M P-frame, for some constant M, is sampled to determine the distribution of intracoded macroblocks. Depending on that distribution, the policy of protecting P-frame packets within zone 2 of the buffer is adjusted and applied to the next M P-frames. During the application of this protection policy, the next M frames are similarly inspected. A size of M = 100 frames was chosen assuming that the video characteristics are wide-sense and time-stationary over this interval. Figure 8 plots the ratio of intracoded macroblocks in P-frames for the Friends sequence of Section 4.1. Figure 9 shows the resulting distribution over the P-frames, grouped into the ten categories used by the current algorithm (but for 1000 P-frames in this example rather than 100 used in practice). The derived mapping function is plotted in Figure 10 for two different illustrative buffer zone-2 capacities. The mapping function is quantized according to the integervalued number of packets on the horizontal axis of Figure 10 . Using this mapping function enables a linear change in the number of protected P-frame packets versus buffer occupation of zone 2. As an example, assume the total capacity of zone 2 to be 50 packets, then when there are 40 packets in the buffer, only those P-frames that have more than 62.4% of their intracoded macroblocks are protected. At any time, if the current number of packets in zone 2 and the ratio of intracoded macroblocks of a given frame are known, the decision can be made easily.
Rouzbeh Razavi et al. The mapping function is formed by taking the set of ten probabilities, such as that in Figure 9 , and projecting them onto the zone-2 capacity. For example, in Figure 9 , the 0.1 ratio of intracoded macroblocks has a probability of approximately 0.25. Therefore, there are 13 (0.25 × 50) packets allocated for a zone-2 with capacity of 50 packets. The same calculation is repeated for the next data point at a ratio of 0.2, but with aggregated probability of (0.25+0.21) from Figure 9 . Data points are connected in piecewise linear fashion. Figure 11 shows the simulation configuration for the results of Section 5. The MPEG-2 video stream is sent from the Bluetooth master node to slave S1, while slave S2 acts as a traffic source to slave node S3. As already mentioned, there is no direct slave-slave communication, and therefore a master maintains separate queues for each master-to-slave link (see Figure 12) . The Bluetooth standard does not specify the queue service discipline, and along with Bluetooth implementations, this paper assumes pure round-robin (1-limited) scheduling. The work in [37] showed that 1-limited servicing performed better under high load than an exhaustive queue discipline. Various metrics have been considered to monitor congestion, which can be caused by cross-traffic or traffic from a local source (which we call self-congestion). In [6] , it is suggested that for congestion control, the input packet rate to the shared RF channel should be increased (decreased) when the loss rate is below 5% (higher than 15%), based on periodic feedback from the receiver. Unfortunately, packet loss rates of 10% or more are likely to lead to a drastic reduction in video quality. In [38] , packet delay recorded at a Bluetooth receiver was found to be a better indicator of congestion than packet loss, but it resulted in oscillations in both video quality and delay in packet delivery when used as input for congestion control.
Piconet congestion and buffer fullness
On the other hand, Figure 13 shows the ability of buffer fullness to track both variations in direct traffic (M to S1 in Figure 11 ) and in cross-traffic (S2 via M to S3 in Figure 11 ). In [38] , it is also shown that buffer fullness when applied to congestion control significantly reduces delay and improves PSNR. The video traffic rate plot in Figure 13 reflects a fixed constant bit rate (CBR) cross-traffic at 200 Kbps and packet size of 800 B. Notice that this implies an effective bit rate of 400 Kbps across the shared channel, as the CBR traffic makes two hops reach its destination. Equally, the packet size implies less-than-optimal use of the bandwidth capacity. The video traffic source was a 40-second MPEG2 CIF-sized 25 fps Newsclip (moderate motion) with GOP structure of N = 12 and M = 3, with fully filled packets. As its rate passes a threshold of around 1.6 Mbps, buffer fullness sharply climbing as the saturation rate of the Bluetooth link at 2.1 Mbps is approached. Similarly, with the MPEG2 source rate fixed Cross-traffic rate (Kbps) Figure 13 : Buffer fullness against varying cross-traffic and varying video rate. at 1.25 Mbps, when the CBR rate approaches channel saturation, there is a sudden increase in buffer occupancy.
RESULTS
UP behavior without cross-traffic
In Figure 14 , total buffer fullness is plotted across the horizontal axis for a 50-packet Bluetooth transmit buffer. Maximum achievable bit rate is plotted with and without dynamically changing trizone buffer characteristics. The traffic source was 4000 frames of the Newsclip from Section 4.3, and to achieve maximum or saturation throughput, fully filled packets were sent. Buffer adjustment refers to changing the number of protected P-frame packets in zone 2 according to the policy of Section 3.2.
For the plot without buffer adjustment, the boundaries between zones were set statically according to the size ratio of 6 : 3 : 2, and a linear UP mapping function is applied instead of the nonlinear mapping function of Figure 10 .
For the plot with buffer adjustment, the zones were set according to the actual ratio of sizes between the frame types, averaged over the sequence. In that plot, within zones 1 and 3, the plot is linear. A small nonlinearity is present as buffer fullness crosses the boundary between zone 1 and zone 2 because of the quantization effect of taking ten categories of P-frame macroblock ratio. However, in general, zone-2 maximum throughput, when buffer adjustment is applied, is linear. This is not the case if no buffer adjustment is applied, as a sudden increase in throughput occurs when the boundary between zones 1 and 2 is crossed. This is because more P-frame packets are sent at the higher bit rate, thus increasing the overall throughput. No account is taken of a relative increase in the number of arriving P-frame packets that are eligible for protection when no buffer adjustment takes place.
It should be noted that the overall throughput under the static zone boundary plot is down on that when buffer adjustment and monitored boundary setting take place. This implies that too many packets are being protected, because the lower bit rate is used more often. However, a consequence of this is that the buffer occupancy is increased, which is likely to lead to greater packet loss through buffer overflow for certain types of cross-traffic. Conversely, had a policy of no buffer adjustment been applied to a monitored zone boundary setting, the result would have been an influx of P-frame packets at the higher bit rate. This in turn leads to a greater number of packets with errors and consequently lower received video quality.
UP behavior with cross-traffic
In this section, cross-traffic is applied according to the scenario of Figure 10 , while the Newsclip sequence from Section 4.3 forms the MPEG2 video stream. The singlestate and two-state noise models are those described in Section 3.1.
In the first set of simulations, the cross-traffic was CBR at a rate of 200 Kbps and payload packet size of 800 B. The transport protocol for CBR was set as UDP. As introduced in Section 1, PSNR is the normal objective metric for comparison of video quality. As PSNR is a relative metric, it is reliable when making comparisons between the PSNRs for the same video clip. The higher the PSNR is, the better will be the quality, with a level around 40 dB presenting excellent quality for mobile communication, while levels below 25 dB are probably unwatchable. Though some fluctuations in quality are unavoidable, fluctuations in quality are subjectively disconcerting, especially when the level drops below 25 dB. The reader is referred to [39] for further comparisons of video quality under wireless communication.
The channel noise model was initially set to the singlestate model of Section 3.1. In Figure 15 (a), the UP scheme was applied with both dynamic zone boundary changing and zone-2 buffer adjustment. Compared to Figure 15 all packets are protected on the RF channel, video quality is clearly improved both in the overall PSNR level and in the fluctuation in quality. The drop in quality is due to packet loss through buffer overflow (see later comments in this section on buffer fullness). In Figure 15 (b), it is apparent that there is an initial burst of high-quality video reception at 40 dB, and this is because the CBR source was not turned on till after this period. Figure 15 (c) is less easy to discriminate by visual inspection, but summary results presented shortly show the advantage of UP with adaptive modulation.
The channel noise model was now set to the two-state model of Section 3.1. A comparison is additionally made with the CQDDR scheme of Section 3.5. In Figure 16(a) for the UP scheme, the video quality over time does not differ greatly from that of Figure 15 (a). In Figure 16(b) , the drops in quality owing to packet losses are more severe compared to those when there is a single-state AWGN channel (see Figure 15(b) ). Because of the more severe channel conditions during bad states, a pure 3 Mbps rate results in a severe drop in video quality, as illustrated by Figure 16(c) . Lastly, though a CQDDR model is certainly an improvement to a single sending rate policy, it is apparent from Figure 16 (d) that the average video quality is below that of the UP scheme. Table 3 shows that adaptive modulation with buffer management achieves superior video quality, as more packets are lost due to RF interference when transmitting exclusively at the higher bit rate. Table 3 also includes the results of simulations with the Friends and Football sequences, confirming that adaptive modulation maintains its advantages for different types of video stream. This is the case whether one-or two-state channel model is assumed. In the two-state model, packet losses at the 3 Mbps rate increase owing to the increased likelihood of packet error on the channel. Though CQDDR has its advantages, for video the UP scheme is superior as it also takes into account the packet content as well as traffic conditions.
Corresponding buffer fullness during the CBR crosstraffic simulations of Figure 15 is recorded in Figure 17 . Once the CBR cross-traffic starts, after 6 seconds (see Figure 17) , the buffer fullness with UP applied settles to a constant level, more than 10 packets below the 50-packet buffer capacity. At a gross rate of 2 Mbps, with SNR at 16 dB, packet loss due to RF interference is minimal. However, when all packets are protected, the buffer remains close to the capacity, and consequently packets are lost. Finally, transmitting all packets at the highest rate without UP brings no risk of packet loss due to buffer overflow, but as in Table 3 packet loss still occurs through RF interference. Thus, in this example, the 2 Mbps rate without UP cannot cope with the arrival rate of the video, causing the buffer to become saturated. The 3 Mbps rate without UP can cope with the arriving video stream, causing the buffer to scarcely be filled, but this rate is prone to RF interference. Employing UP with adaptive modulation allows for a choice between these two extremes.
Corresponding buffer fullness during the CBR crosstraffic simulations of Figure 16 is recorded in Figure 18 . The 3 Mbps rate still causes the buffer to be emptied without risk of overflow, thus confirming that the drop in video quality at this rate is due to packet loss through RF interference. Both the UP adaptive modulation scheme and the CQDDR scheme suffer from potential packet loss through buffer overflow during channel bad states. However, CQDDR evidently chooses the higher 3 Mbps gross rate more frequently, leading to an emptier buffer but an increased risk of loss of more important anchor frame packets. This ex- plains the resulting lower video quality of CQDDR recorded in Table 3 . To further judge the impact of channel conditions, the BER for a 3 Mbps gross rate in the bad state of the twostate Gilbert-Elliott model was varied as i × 10 −4 , with i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, while the remaining model parameter settings of Section 3.1 were retained. In Figure 19 , for the Newsclip video, the mean PSNR deteriorates with increasing BER, as one might expect. The 3 Mbps rate mode suffers relatively severely from packet loss due to RF interference compared to that of the 2 Mbps rate. The superior performance of the UP adaptive modulation scheme compared to CQDDR is confirmed across the range of BERs.
The impact of increasing the intensity of the CBR background traffic was also simulated. From Figure 20 , it is apparent that, as the CBR rate increases, the delivered video quality of the UP adaptive modulation scheme and CQDDR starts to converge. This is because the UP scheme is increasingly more likely to lose packets through buffer overflow. This risk is highlighted by the impact on the 2 Mbps rate. Because the service rate of the send buffer is reduced by the presence of more CBR packets, an increasing number of packets are discarded from the buffer, leading to a rapidly deteriorating delivered video quality. More importantly, with this increase in buffer occupancy, a smaller number of packets are eligible to be protected by the UP scheme, and so the performance of UP scheme starts to converge to the CQDDR scheme.
In the second set of simulations, under the same conditions as those of the previous set for the single-state channel model, the cross-traffic was from a Web server. HTTP over TCP transport was set in the NS-2 simulations. The Web traffic had a mean interpage request time of 2 seconds with an exponential distribution. A mean of 5 embedded objects within each page was set, with the number again being exponentially distributed. The mean object size was 20 KB, with a Pareto distribution with shape factor set to 1.2. Again, the Web traffic source was not turned on for about the first 150 video frames.
For this typical Web traffic source, Figure 21 reports the impact upon video quality. The pattern of PSNR results broadly follows that for CBR cross-traffic. Table 4 summarizes the results, from which it is apparent that less loss occurs due to buffer overflow at the 2 Mbps rate when Web traffic is present. Again, the results for the other video sequences under test are included in Table 4 , to demonstrate that the result for the Newsclip is not an isolated result. Table 4 also includes a set of results for the two-state channel model. These follow the trends of the one-state model, though in all cases there is deterioration in mean PSNR. The UP scheme remains superior to CQDDR in terms of delivered video quality.
In Figure 22 (a), buffer fullness is reported for the UP scheme for the single-state channel, when it is apparent that the buffer rarely reaches a level (50 packets when completely full) such that packet loss can occur. However, due to the slower transmission rate, from Figure 22 (b) it is clear that transmitting exclusively at 2 Mbps exposes the video packets to an increased risk of being dropped from the transmit buffer. At the higher transmission rate (see Figure 22(c) ), all packet loss is due to the impact of the AWGN channel, as the buffer is under utilization.
Comparing Tables 3 and 4 , it is apparent that the fixed modulation schemes change in ranking with respect to delivered video quality. As cross-traffic characteristics are not generally known in advance, this further disadvantages a fixed scheme without UP. Two adaptive schemes were compared, but CQDDR without content-type awareness underperforms compared to the UP adaptive modulation scheme. Unfortunately, for video, this difference would be noticeable to the viewer, especially when the quality drops significantly owing to error bursts, which may give rise to "freeze frames."
CONCLUSION
For delay-sensitive applications such as video streaming, reliable data delivery cannot simply be achieved by retransmission of packets. Due to the fragility of encoded data, it is also necessary to protect the most important information. Unequal protection in Bluetooth streaming has been shown by us to achieve a significant improvement in delivered video quality over the best fixed bit rate scheme according to crosstraffic conditions. In terms of delivered video quality, the UP scheme also consistently outperforms a classic Bluetooth CQDDR scheme in which the data rate is adjusted according to channel conditions, though without consideration of packet content. The paper shows that an unequal protection scheme ought to be dynamic, as the content-importance characteristics change within a video sequence. The scheme introduced accounts for varying ratios of frame-type sizes and intracoded macroblocks arising from the occurrence of scene changes, rapid motion, camera pans, zooms, and so on. While high-quality video, at around 40 dB for a TV clip of CIF pixel size at 25 fps, is delivered through unequal protection, a single bit rate option will result in an overall drop in quality, and furthermore it will behave differently depending on the cross-traffic present. A CQDDR scheme is preferable, but for video over Bluetooth it is suboptimal.
